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Intertecno merges into Artelia Italia
the birth of a major player of the Italian
Project Management and Engineering design sector
st

On 1 January 2017 Artelia
Italia concluded a two-year
integration process with the
legal merge of Intertecno into
Artelia Italy; as explained by
its Managing Director Gabriele
Scicolone, this is the final act
of the deal signed on January
2015, by which Artelia Italia
S.p.A. - a subsidiary of the international multispecialist engineering and project management
group Artelia - acquired the 100% shares of
Intertecno S.p.A. one of the most renowned Italian
engineering firms in the real-estate sector.
This acquisition, consistent with the international
growth plan of the Artelia Group, aimed at
reinforcing the position of the Group in Italy where
it has been operating for more than 15 years.

Since January 2015 Intertecno and Artelia Italia
developed their activities on the market by acting
in perfect synergy but keeping their own names to
give the necessary time to their clients to
metabolize the deal and not to lose the patrimony
represented by the Intertecno brand in Italy,
consolidated during more than 40 years of
operations.

The integration of the two structures, give birth to
a new leader of project management and
engineering design in Italy with a turnover of
about 30 million euros and more than 200 staff,
having a strong growth plan 2020.
“Artelia Italia is a strategic hub for the international
expansion of our Group. Artelia Italia delivers
international standard integrated services in the
field of project and construction management,
engineering
design
and
consultancy
to
accompany the development of its clients in Italy
or on the international scene. We have a lot of
ambition for its development both on its domestic
market and abroad” explains Antoine Pigot,
Managing Director of Artelia International. Artelia
Italia operates mainly in the building construction,
tertiary and industrial sectors, with specific
expertise in the fields of luxury hospitality, offices,
healthcare, residential and commercial buildings
and a leading position on retail-multisite projects.

With offices in Milan and Rome, the company has
a leading position on the Italian market.
The former partners and top managers of
Intertecno – represented by Alberto Romeo –
have been continuing their involvement in the
company confirming their full commitment to their
Italian and international clients and are now part
of Artelia Italia’s management.
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Artelia Italia assists its clients and those of Artelia
Group in their international growth, being present
on the international scene for more than 20 years
through its branch offices in Libya and Iran, and
exporting its services to other European countries,
the Middle East and Africa.

About ARTELIA Group
ARTELIA
Artelia is an international, multidisciplinary group specialising in consultancy, engineering and project
management in the construction, infrastructure, water and environment sectors. It currently has a staff of
3,500 and generated turnover of € 405 million in 2015, and thus ranks as one of France's foremost firms in
the sector. The group has an international network of 42 offices in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia and
South America. Artelia is more than 95% owned by its managers and employees.
ARTELIA ITALIA
Artelia Italia is the Italian subsidiary of the Artelia Group. Since its opening in 2001, it has gained a leading
position in Italy in project management and engineering on the retail and multi-site markets. Its activities are
mainly focused on the private sector where it operates as a partner for many multinational companies,
optimizing the investments on their real estate assets. The company generates an annual turnover in the
range of € 17 million and has about 130 staff members based in Rome and Milan.
INTERTECNO
Established 44 years ago, Intertecno is one of Italy’s leading consulting firms. It has extensive expertise in
high-quality building construction, mainly in the fields of hospitality, offices, commercial centers, hospitals
and industrial plants, both in Italy and on the international market.
Intertecno provides a full range of services including project management, multi-disciplinary engineering
design, tender management, construction management, cost management, scheduling, reporting as well as
various other professional property and construction-related offerings. The company is committed to green
building design and energy performance and strives to propose the most cost-efficient, environmentally-safe
and innovative solutions to its clients.
With an annual turnover of € 11 million, Intertecno relies on close to 90 staff members based in Milan and
Rome. The firm likewise has branch offices in Libya and Iran and it is operative on various European
countries as well as in Middle East, Africa and Central America.
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